
March & April 2020

New Movies Available at KTL

Check the box for the items you would like to request & complete the bottom portion of the form with your information.                                                                                           
We will contact you when your items are ready for pickup.

DVD DRAMA 
MY

My Mother and Other 
Strangers Season 1 [DVD] 

Shot on the stunningly beautiful Ards 
Peninsula in Northern Ireland, 
portrays the culture clash when a U.
S. bomber base is established near 
the fictional village of Moybeg in 
1943.

DVD DRAMA 
QUE Queen & Slim [DVD] 

About a couple on a first date who kill 
a police officer in self-defense, and 
their subsequent life as fugitives.  A 
meditation on a system of justice that 
treats innocent people as outlaws. 

DVD DRAMA 
RIC Richard Jewell [DVD] 

A hero's life is shattered by one 
massive, misplaced rush to 
judgement when the man who 
thwarted the 1996 Atlanta bombing 
was wrongly accused as the main 
suspect.

DVD DRAMA 
WAV Waves [DVD] 

Traces the emotional journey of a 
suburban African-American family as 
they navigate love, forgiveness, and 
coming together after a loss. 

DVD FAMILY 
FROZEN Frozen [DVD] 

Fearless optimist Anna teams up with 
rugged mountain man Kristoff and his 
loyal reindeer Sven in an epic 
journey.



DVD FAMILY 
FRO  2 Frozen II [DVD] 

Elsa faces a dangerous but 
remarkable journey into the 
unknown—to the enchanted forests 
and dark seas beyond Arendelle, in 
search of truths about the past.

DVD FANTASY 
DRA  5

Dragonheart : vengeance 
[DVD] 

Lukas, a young farmer whose family 
is killed by savage raiders in the 
countryside, sets out on an epic 
quest for revenge, forming an unlikely 
trio with a majestic dragon and a 
swashbuckling, sword-fighting 
mercenary, Darius.

DVD FANTASY 
JUM

Jumanji : the next level 
[DVD] 

The gang returns to rescue one of 
their own, the players will have to 
brave parts unknown from arid 
deserts to snowy mountains, to 
escape the world's most dangerous 
game.

DVD HORROR 
DOC Doctor Sleep [DVD] 

Scarred by trauma he endured as a 
child, Dan Torrance has fought to find 
peace. But that peace is shattered 
when he encounters Abra, a girl with 
a powerful gift, known as the “shine.”

DVD VAI Vai [DVD] 

A film about female empowerment 
telling the story of one woman's life in 
eight separate moments from the 
perspective of eight different Pacific 
Island cultures. 
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